Dear Girls & Boys:

The holidays will be here before you know it.

Your friends at the LEGO® Shop At Home Service have been working hard this year to bring you LEGO toys for all ages . . . starting with DUPLO® toys for children 4 months to 5 years all the way to the realistic building challenges of LEGO TECHNIC Building Sets.

This year we have even more LEGO toys than ever before to choose from, including many exclusive sets not found in any store, selected especially for you. So order early!

Best Wishes For A Happy Holiday!

The Toys that Build Imagination

How to Choose The Right Set!

The LEGO Company has building toys for every age and stage of your child’s development. Each set provides a unique building challenge with the emphasis on FUN! While no one knows your child as well as you do, please take a moment to review age guidelines when you’re ordering.

WARNING: AN IMPORTANT SAFETY MESSAGE FOR PARENTS

LEGO SYSTEM™ and LEGO TECHNIC sets contain small parts. These sets are NOT suitable for children under 3 years of age. DUPLO sets have larger pieces which are specially designed for children under 3. Please follow indicated age recommendations when ordering LEGO toys for your children.

LEGO TOYS...FOR ALL AGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEGO System</th>
<th>Ages 3 &amp; up</th>
<th>pgs 11 - 33</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technic</td>
<td>Ages 8 &amp; up</td>
<td>pgs 34 - 38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order Early These Items Will Go Fast!!!

Get Ready for the Holiday with these Christmas Decorations. Decorate your room, house or add them to your LEGO Models. Ages 6-12.

#1627 Build-A-Santa. 36 pieces. $1.29
#1625 Build-A-Snowman. 38 pieces. $1.29
#1624 Holiday Decorations (Santa, Snowman & Angel). 106 pieces. $3.75
GREETINGS

Holiday Specials Just For You!

A. #8826 ATX Sport Cycle.
Here's a model that will really rev you up! The four wheeler features front and rear wheel steering. Complete with detailed building instructions for two models— the ATX Sport Cycle and the Racer. Plus, the Racer can be motorized with the #8720! (See page 37).
Ages 7-12. 94 pieces. $9.50

B. #6668 Recycle Truck. Keep your LEGO SYSTEM TOWN beautiful with the help of your recycle truck. The driver can load his container truck from the top or in back. Then, when he has a full load, he can slide the container off the truck with the cockpit winch.
Ages 6-12. 103 pieces. $9.00

C. #6411 Sand Dollar Cafe.
Grab your beach blanket and head for the sun. There's nothing like a day at the beach. Swim, windsurf, or have a picnic at your beach cafe. If it gets too hot, here comes the ice cream man! Comes complete with lifeguard, bicycle, cafe, and three swimmers. Ages 7-12. 163 pieces. $27.50

D. #6260 Shipwreck Island.
No pirate adventure is complete without its buried treasure. This treasure island is protected by two pirates and a cannon. Comes complete with treasure chest, monkey and parrot.
Ahoy Matey! Ages 6-12. 70 pieces. $12.00
A. #2020 Duck Rattle.
Easy-to-hold rattle with
personality. Moving eyes,
funny sounds and spinning
tummy stimulates sight and
touch. Takes a hard bite.
$5.75

B. #2040 DUPLO Rock-N-Roller.
This happy-go-lucky little toy is a delight to watch
as it rocks and rolls across the
floor. Lots of fun for baby. From
7 months. 3 pieces.
$11.00

C. #2070 “Ring-Me
Rabbit” Telephone.
Just like the real thing.
Each easy-to-push
button plays a
musical note. Four
pieces are quickly
built. From 9
months.
$19.75

D. #2072 Learning &
Building Center.
Capture your baby’s
interest with this
two-in-one toy. Activity
blocks spin and make
funny sounds. Flip it over
and stack blocks on a
built-in building
plate. From 4 months.
$39.50

E. #2066 Bathtub Buddies.
Floating octopus and fish make
bath time a splash! The octopus
is even more fun as it “rattles”
and rolls on dry land. From
9 months.
$13.50
Oversized Duplo Blocks

Preschool
Built for Little Hands & Big Imaginations

Children can SAFELY experience the FUN of building on their own!

#2669 Deluxe Duplo Zoo. Let's go to the Zoo! The biggest and best LEGO zoo ever provides hours of fun—full of swinging monkeys, sliding sea lions and bathing hippos. Plus, you'll find polar bears, giraffes and a panda bear with the LEGO zookeeper and his family. Comes complete with truck for transporting animals, wheelbarrow and food to feed the animal families. Ages 3-5. 71 pieces.

$80.00
LOOK WHAT I CAN BUILD!

TAking IT APART IS JUST AS FUN AS
PUTTING IT TOGETHER!

Carefully Crafted... Even the lit-
ttlest hands can put pieces together!

\#2652 Circus Caravan.
Here comes the Circus Caravan!
This imaginative set includes
three circus cars, a ring master’s
car, four Play Set figures, a per-
forming dog, a friendly ele-
phant, and a cannon that
really works for hours of
creative play! Ages 2-5.
16 pieces. $35.00

\#2706 DUPLO
Barnyard Express.
Whoo! Whoo! Train’s
coming with a brand new
horse and chicken to
restock your farm. Wave to
the engineer as he pulls
into the station. Ages 2-5.
10 pieces. $19.50
Preschool
Ages 2 - 5

F. #2650 Cannon Ball Clowns.
"And now, in this ring...the Cannon Ball Clowns!" Send your favorite clowns on a fabulous flight through the air with a push of button. Sure to make your younger giggle. Comes complete with two clowns, motorbike, umbrella, and cannonball car. For Circus Stars ages 2-5. 7 pieces. $14.75

G. #2668 Children's Zoo. There's so much to see at the zoo. Imagine you're on a safari as you stop to visit the lion family and you spot a smiling crocodile. You can catch some hippos taking a bath, and watch the chimps monkey around swinging from rope to rope. And you're just in time to see the zoo keeper feed the zoo babies. For Zookeepers ages 2-5. 43 pieces. $57.00

H. #2651 Clown Parade.
Watch the clown spin in a wheel that really turns as the Clown Parade goes by! Three Play Set figures, an elephant that can move its head up and down, a ring master's car, and a circus wheel are among the items included in this set. For Circus Clowns ages 2-5. 9 pieces. $22.00

I. #2660 Zoo Babies Supplementary Set.
Add to the attractions at your zoo. Baby giraffe, lion and polar bear cubs have fun watching the grown up sea lion. For Zookeepers ages 2-5. 5 pieces. $6.50
Preschool
Ages 1 1/2 - 5

A. #2657 DUPLO Gas Station. Drive your child's imagination for hours with the new Gas Station. Comes complete with gas pumps, service bays, tow truck, pick up truck, and even a rest stop. Builds quickly with 2 special oversized garage and house blocks. For ages 3-5. 44 pieces. $47.00

B. #2612 Scooter. Let's go cruising! This sporty little scooter will take you anywhere you want to go. Hop aboard for the ride of your life. For the sporty types ages 2-5. 2 pieces. $4.75

C. #2617 Tow Truck. Need a lift? Send for the DUPLO Tow Truck. Two different hooks let you tow any DUPLO vehicle or hook up to your train. For little mechanics ages 2-5. 3 pieces. $6.25

D. #2447 Speedway. You’re a winner at the DUPLO Speedway. The crowd cheers as you collect your trophy at the winner’s stand. Includes 2 figures. For young racers from 1 1/2 - 5. 9 pieces. $5.75

E. #2318 Pull Back Motor. Zooom...! Watch your young builder laugh with delight as this car zooms across the floor. Just pull back and release to add life to your DUPLO models. For young builders from 1 1/2 to 5. 1 piece. $9.75
F. #2637 Fire Engine. Moveable parts for extra play. Your fire fighter has a rotating aerial ladder to climb. This fire engine is fully equipped with hose, reel, and fireman. 5 pieces. For your little fire fighter ages 2-5. $16.50

G. #2306 Large Red Building Plate. Use this firm foundation to help build your dreams on. Create your own village or play environment on this large 15”x 15” durable building plate which forms a solid base for all your DUPLO Blocks. $12.00

Helpful hint: If you need a large building plate for LEGO bricks, see #815 on Page 11.

H. NEW #2304 Green Baseplate. Now you can build even BIGGER models with this large 15” x 15” building plate. $12.00

I. #2303 Medium Building Plates. Put another story on your towering skyscraper. Whatever you imagine, these two building plates are perfect additions. Approximately 3 3/4” x 7 1/2”. $6.00

J. #2658 Fire House No. 9. In case of fire, call for help! This large-size fire station includes two fire engines and motorcycle, a slide, uniquely decorated blocks, a ringing fire bell, a fire chief, 3 fire fighters and more. Builds quickly with 3 special oversized garage and house blocks. For little fire fighters ages 3-5. 60 pieces. $66.00
A. #2655 DUPLO Farm Play Set. There's plenty of fun down on the Farm. The barn is preassembled so your young builder can start playing right away. Includes a windmill, barn tractor, moving hay bailer and two DUPLO mini-figures. Plus friendly farm animals and fences — E-I, E-I-O! For little farmers ages 2 - 5. 46 pieces. $59.00

B. #2711 Straight Track. Reached the end of your line? Then add more. Four 7" track sections take you on a rail adventure. $5.00

C. #2712 Curved Track. Make a 19" half-circle with these 4 track sections. Buy two packages and make a circle, or more to make figure-8's or oblongs! $5.00

D. #2647 DUPLO Farm Animals. A great addition for your young farmers. This set includes 8 fences, water trough plus 8 more animals. A perfect accessory for the DUPLO Farm #2655. 18 pieces. $13.75
E. #2717 Train Bridge.
Get passengers and freight across that wide river or five-lane highway. Or make it a road bridge for DUPLO cars and trucks. 36” long. $14.50

F. #2714 Crossing Tracks.
Now make that figure-8 you’ve always wanted. $8.00

G. #2713 Switching Tracks. Make way for the other train coming! Let your train switch tracks and rest while the other whizzes by. Comes with 2 switching tracks and 8 two-inch tracks. $10.00

H. #2701 Train Station.
This DUPLO Play set features three passenger cars, an engine, tracks, and two Play figures. Whether arriving at the station or leaving on a new adventure, this set keeps the imagination rolling. For your young engineer ages 2-5. 42 pieces. $47.00
Preschool
Ages 1½ - 5

A. #2643 Deep Sea Fishing Boat. The DUPLO Fishing Boat is new to the assortment. This midsize fishing boat comes with several brightly colored special pieces including two Play Set figures, a scottie dog, a radar device, a tug boat, and (of course) a fish block. And the boats really float! For your little skippers ages 2-5. 14 pieces. $32.00

B. #2619 Helicopter. Fly to an adventure and let your imagination travel. Propeller spins like the real thing. Includes mini-figure. For little pilots ages 2-5. $7.00

C. #2641 Jumbo Plane. Ten pieces snap together and you're ready for adventures in the wild blue yonder. Over 12” big, this set builds lots of different planes to carry freight and passengers. Pilot included. For young pilots ages 3-5. 10 pieces. $22.00

D. #2314 DUPLO Block Set. This fun set contains a large collection of 39 colorful DUPLO blocks in various shapes and sizes. Adds up to more building fun by itself or in combination with other sets. For young builders ages 1½ to 5. $16.00

E. #2443 Lil' Skipper. Toot! Toot! Your lil' skipper will have a splash with this happy floating ship and its crew. Comes complete with fish block and ship's wheel that really turns. For young captains ages 1½ to 5. 6 pieces. $4.75
A. #760 Storage Cabinet.
A neat, convenient at-home storage cabinet for your LEGO bricks. Four plastic trays with 68! compartments make finding the right brick easy. Extra big size (18" x 11" x 12"). Sturdy laminated chipboard and masonite construction. Bricks sold separately. Ages 5-12. $62.00

B. #783 Storage Case.
A neat, convenient at-home storage cabinet for your LEGO bricks. Four plastic trays with 68! compartments make finding the right brick easy. Extra big size (18" x 11" x 12"). Sturdy laminated chipboard and masonite construction. Bricks sold separately. Ages 5-12. $62.00

C. #821 Brick Separator.
a great tool to help take apart your LEGO creation. This tool makes it a snap to pull those small plates apart. $1.50

D. #5115 Extra 9V Battery Box. $11.00

E. NEW #846 Lighting Bricks.
Put light in your LEGO models. You'll have fun lighting up your LEGO houses and cars. Special street signs light up or flash on and off when you use a LEGO battery box (sold separately). Includes 6 new traffic sign designs. Ages 5-12. 37 pieces. $18.00.

F. #819 Blue Sea Base Plate.
10" blue plate helps you bring your LEGO Harbor to life. $5.00

G. #813 Green Baseplate.
Large 10" x 10". $5.00

H. #815 Large Gray Baseplate. Extra large 15" x 15". $10.00

I. #814 Building Plates.
3 special plates for all building activities. 2 1/2" x 5". $5.25

J. #260 Idea Book.
Build and create new models for extra playtime fun with this Idea Book. Chock-full of ideas, building instructions and illustrations for your LEGO collection. Build new airplanes, police cars and spaceships...these are just a few of the models you can build. Ages 5-12. 48 pages. $3.75
Essential Extras
Ages 3 - 12

When you're building, having the right bricks makes the difference. Start a bank of these elements and be ready to build.

A. Accessory Packs
Expand your LEGO brick collection with these LEGO bricks in 6 colors. 62 bricks per package. $5.00 each per color.
#5140 - Red  #5141 - Blue
#5142 - White  #5143 - Yellow
#5144 - Black  #5145 - Grey

B. 42 Plates in Two Colors.
Thinner than the regular brick, these plates have many uses. Builders Hint: 3 plates connected together equal one brick. $5.00 each color.
#5146 - Blue  #5147 - Red

C. #5149 Doors & Windows.
Plenty of doors and windows in this 36-piece assortment. $5.00

D. #5151 Steep Sloped Bricks.
(45 degrees) 59 pieces. $5.00

E. #5152 Low Sloped Bricks.
(25 degrees) 60 pieces. $5.00

F. #5148 Wheels.
Make more LEGO cars, trucks or planes with these 12 wheel assemblies. $5.00

LEGO Motor Pool

G. #845 9-Volt Motor.
Especially designed for use in cars and trucks, this 9-volt motor will really get your LEGO Town moving! Features easy button controls to move forward and in reverse, too. Long coiled cable lets you remotely control your creations. Includes motor, battery box, and assorted bricks. Ages 6-12. 27 pieces. $36.00

H. #818 Wheel-Wind Motor.
No plugs! No batteries! Energize this motor by dragging wheels along any flat surface. And away it goes. This wheel-wind motor powers cars, trucks—anything that moves. Great for fast moving fun. $11.50

For 4.5 Volt Motor Systems, order these items:

#5005 4.5V Battery Box  $8.00
#5061 4.5V Motor Wires  $4.50
#816 4.5V Lighting Bricks  $10.00

I. #5011 Extra 9 Volt Motor with gear housing  $24.50

J. #51119V Motor Wires.
Special 2x2 Plates with connecting wires. Works with 9V motors and 9V lighting bricks. 52" long. $4.00
Order Early for Best Selection

▷ #1665 Dual FX Racers.
Race around your LEGO Town with these sporty FX racers. Includes 2 race drives and starter with checkered flag. 103 pieces. $8.75

▷ #6591 Nitro Dragsters. The green light is on and the race has started. Two mini-figure drivers zip down the track with their power machines. See who crosses the finish line first and wins the race! 121 pieces. $12.00

▼ #6381 Motor Speedway. Start the two race cars from the announcer’s booth, repair them with assorted pit area tools, and capture the results with a photo finish! You’re the winner with all of this and five mini-figures. 185 pieces. Ages 7-12. $23.00
**MORE HOLIDAY TOWN CLASSICS**

**#6528 Sand Storm Racer.** Zip through the dunes with this turbo charged racer. The driver can handle even the toughest LEGO trails. 33 pieces. $4.50

**#6679 Dark Shark.** Race around your LEGO Nautica Seaport with your Dark Shark Speedboat. The two boat racers are equipped with black visor crash helmets, life jackets and walkie-talkies. Ages 7 - 12. 68 pieces. $9.50

**#6660 Hook and Haul Wrecker.** Haul disabled vehicles back to the station with this strong 4-wheeled vehicle. The wrecker includes a suspension system, allowing each wheel to move independently to get over the toughest terrain. Ages 6 - 12. 44 pieces. $6.50
TOWN

A. #6376 Breezeway Cafe.
Build your very own restaurant for your LEGO Town. This restaurant comes complete with its own kitchen, juice bar, waiter, cook and 3 diners—a total of 5 mini-figures. Many unique elements plus “Ristorante” decals are included. Ages 7-12. 171 pieces. $22.00

B. #6314 City People.
Imagine the adventures you’ll have with this fun assortment of mini-figures. Includes jockey, stuntman, waiter, construction worker, gas station attendant, and girl on bicycle. 27 pieces $6.50

C. #6380 Emergency Treatment Center.
A modern medical facility has been built in LEGO Town! This center houses the latest technology and also a team of five medical professionals to treat mini-injuries. Ages 7-12. 284 pieces. $29.75

LEGOLAND
THE WORLD'S LARGEST LEGO® RETAIL STORE

13001 Stone Canyon Rd
Garden Grove, CA 92843

365 Days A Year
9:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.

LEGO HOTLINE
203-763-4012
24 HOURS A DAY
Ages 6-12

A. #6416 Poolside Paradise.
Everybody in the pool! Imagine the pool parties you can have at your summer fun house. First floor kitchen features water tap, coffee machine, cupboard, and pan. Enjoy a cool drink on the second floor sunroom that overlooks the pool. Your poolside resort includes sports car, mailbox, and four mini-figures.
Ages 7 to 12.
211 pieces.
$35.25.

B. #6401 Seaside Cabana.
Surf’s up! You’ll have loads of summertime fun with your seaside cabana. Windsurf or cruise around on the pedal boat. Then enjoy a cool drink at your beachfront cafe. 42 pieces.
$6.50.

C. #6317 Trees and Flowers.
Landscape your LEGO Town just like your home with this new assortment of trees and flowers. 24 pieces.
$4.50.

D. #6592 Vacation Hideaway.
Get away for the weekend! Imagine yourself in a far-off place or on vacation in the mountains. Cottage has working door and shutters, two mini-figures and more.
Ages 7-12. 99 pieces.
$12.00.
F. #6405 Sunset Stables. Take your horse show on the road. Your horse trailer has a special trap door that swings down and becomes a ramp for your horse to get in and out. Comes complete with horse, jeep, stable, saddle, food trough, and two jockeys. 126 pieces. $15.50

G. #6672 Safari Off Road Vehicle. Go on an “off-road” wildlife adventure with your safari vehicle. This set includes the new LEGO shock absorbers. Two mini-figures and a monkey also included. 66 pieces. $8.50

E. #6419 Rolling Acres Ranch. Welcome to Rolling Acres! A rancher’s dream. Saddle up for a gallop through the countryside. Your deluxe ranch comes complete with jumping fences, a trailer, three stables to feed and groom the horses, saddles, a sulky, three jockeys, and more! Ages 7-12. 348 pieces. $41.75

H. #6530 Sport Coupe. Enjoy a cruise through LEGO town in your shiny yellow sport coupe! Windshield lifts open to let driver and luggage inside. 32 pieces. $4.50
TOWN

Ages 6-12

A. #6399 Airport Shuttle. In a rush to get to the airport? Hop aboard the airport shuttle. Relax as you get an express ride over and around LEGO Town. In no time you'll be at the airport station and free to board your flight. Shuttle rides forward and backwards on dual rail that goes up and down hills and under the city station terminal. Includes nine mini-figures. (Batteries not included.) Ages 8-12. 743 pieces. $170.00

B. #6529 Ultra Light I. Equipped with a motor and propeller on the mid wings, this new Ultra Light I is just what this pilot needs to glide over the mountaintops. 28 pieces. $4.50

C. Taxi Airport Plates. $6.00
   #5159 - Use with #6396 Jetport.
   #5181 - Use with #6392 Airport

D. Landing Pads & T-Junction Plates. $6.00
   #5158 - Use with #6396 Jetport
   #5180 - Use with #6392 Airport
E. #6347 Shuttle Track. Increase the range of your Airport Shuttle to over 29 running feet. Add 10 new feet of track and support columns. Includes 4 new track layouts. Ages 8-12. 53 pieces. $35.25

F. #5153 Airplane Elements. You high flyers wanted them and now you can get them! Contains jet engines, propellers, landing wheels and more. 17 pieces. $3.75

G. #6357 Stunt 'Copter N' Truck. This stunt helicopter can perform any daredevil feat. Just load the 'copter onto the flatbed truck and you're on your way. Ages 7-12. 158 pieces. $17.00

H. #6396 International Jetport. You'll find all the excitement of a real airport with this special set. The control tower announces your flight is ready as the jet opens to allow three passengers, pilot, and luggage on board. Complete with helicopter landing strip, carrier truck and trailer, windsock, and seven mini-figures. Ages 8-12. 485 pieces. $67.00

I. #6673 Solo Trainer. A student mini-figure pilot guides the Solo Trainer to the ground for his first landing. Furnished with the most modern equipment. Ages 7-12. 65 pieces. $8.50
**TOWN**

Ages 6 - 12

A. #6542 Launch & Load Seaport. Bring your cargo ship into port and begin unloading that ship. Cargo ship has many real-life details — opening hatches, a bridge with antennas and lights. The crane bar grabs the cargo containers and swings onto the semi tractor trailer. You get all this plus a dockhouse, pilot boat, forklift and 7 mini-figures in the colossal 1,022 piece set. Please note: These ships do not float, but include special studs to make them glide on floors and carpets. Ages 8-12. $99.00

B. #6508 Wave Racer. No one stands a chance against this slick new raceboat. Smooth lines and a powerful propeller guide this boat through the roughest waves. You'd better not blink...or it'll be gone! One mini-figure included. 35 pieces. $3.25

C. #6644 Road Rebel. The crowd gets excited as the mini-figure driver pulls up to the track. Sitting in a sleek red sports car with the rear hedge spoiler, he tows the mighty Number 3 dirt bike. Watch as he makes his way to the finish line, winning once again! 59 pieces. $6.50

D. #6510 Mud Runner. Zoom to the finish line in this souped-up funny car. Spoiler moves for high speed mud-running action! One mini-figure included. 28 pieces. $3.25
G. #6352 Cargomaster Crane. Need to move a heavy load? You'll have fun hooking up all sorts of cargo with this handy crane. Comes complete with crane operator, crate, cargo, and six wheel hand-powered crane. 133 pieces. Ages 7-12. $15.50

E. #6532 Diesel Dumper. Load 'er up! Whether you're digging a ditch or farming a field, your diesel dumper helps you haul and dump your load. One mini-figure included. 38 pieces. Ages 7-12. $4.50

F. #6316 Flags and Fences. Unfurl and fly your flags! Put up some fences around that property. This item includes two kinds of flags and fences. 38 pieces. $4.50

H. #6481 Light System Construction Set. Flashing lights signal highway construction ahead. Expand your LEGO highway with this complete road construction set. Backhoe features big shovel loader, working doors, and hooks up to a utility trailer with working lights. Jackhammer, shovel, pick, signs, and two mini-figures included. Ages 7-12. 168 pieces. $29.75

LEGO HOTLINE
203-763-4012
24 HOURS A DAY
**TOWN**

**Ages 6 - 12**

**A. #6440 Jetport Fire Squad.**
Featuring flashing lights and working siren, this deluxe fire truck is well equipped to speed to the rescue. Comes complete with 2 firemen, fire hose, fire extinguisher, twin rotating hoses on the truck roof. Ages 7 - 12. 84 pieces. $26.50

**B. #1656 Fire Evacuation Team.**
Look at all the fun you will have building and playing with this set. Includes 4-wheel fire chief’s car, fire truck and trailer, pay-loader, two fire fighters and tools. Ages 7 - 12. 229 pieces. $19.50

**C. #6531 Flame Chaser.**
Whew! Another daring rescue for the flame chaser. Detachable fire hose douses the flames from high above. Comes complete with walkie talkie and moveable control sticks. 51 pieces. $4.50

**D. #6315 Road Signs.**
Just like a real town with traffic regulations. You'll keep your roads safe with these clearly marked road signs for stopping, parking, and more. 11 pieces. $3.25
MORE HISTORICAL ADVENTURES
AGES 6-12

#6039 Twin Arm Launcher. Powerful enough to propel barrels over fortress and castle walls. Complete with foot soldier and mounted knight. 73 pieces. $8.50

LEGO HOTLINE
203~763~4012
24 HOURS A DAY

#6245 Harbor Sentry. This brave soldier guards the Eldorado fortress with a loaded cannon. Leave the cannon on shore and use the boat for transporting items on and off the island. One mini-figure included. 24 pieces. Ages 6 - 12. $4.25

#6066 Camouflaged Outpost. The forestmen can rest safe and sound in their Camouflaged Outpost. Hiding in their secret rooms with a hinged roof will keep the intruders guessing where the 6 mini-figures are. Where are they? 221 pieces. Ages 7-12. $23.00
BUILD YOUR OWN TOWN POLICE FORCE
AGES 6-12

► #5171 Decorative Elements. Customized assortment of 28 specialized embossed bricks. Many different types of control panels for any town or space vehicle.
$3.25

► #5177 Town and Space Equipment. A bag of tricks for you to perform space magic! The collection will supply you with a vast array of tools and other times for the rigors of space travel. Also excellent for LEGO Town. 35 pieces.
$3.25

► #6386 Police Command Base. Ready to jump into action! This specially designed police headquarters is equipped to handle any 911 emergency. Complete with heliport, police helicopter, motorcade and police cruiser to patrol the streets of your LEGO Town.
Ages 8-12
$39.75
**LAST MINUTE SPACE ADVENTURE GIFTS**

**AGES 6-12**

- **#1616 Space Combi-Pack.** Interplanetary adventure awaits you with your explorational Lunar MPV vehicle and Astro Dart spacecraft! Be prepared to discover new frontiers in space. Comes complete with two astronauts and robot. Ages 7 - 12. 120 pieces $10.00

- **#6783 Sonar Transmitting Cruiser.** Travel the universe with this deluxe spacecraft. Comes with a crew, engine and space plane models that can be combined. The light and sound features one double and two single flashing lights and two different space sounds. 9V battery not included. Ages 8-12. 346 pieces. $62.00

- **#6828 Twin-Winged Spoiler.** This dual function starship acts as both a space vehicle and surface transporter. Ages 6 - 12. 54 pieces. $3.75
**SPECIAL STOCKING STUFFERS**

**AGES 6-12**

- **#6641 Four Wheelin' Truck.** Extra large wheels carry this rugged truck and one mini-figure over any obstacle to off-road fun. One mini-figure included. 77 pieces. Ages 6-12. **$6.25**

- **#6661 Mobile TV Studio.** Broadcast the late breaking news right on location. Your ace reporter is on the move and beams live news coverage via satellite link up. 71 pieces. **$6.50**

- **#1549 Build A Santa & Chimney.** Ages 7-12. 59 pieces. **$3.50**
I. #6430 Night Patroller. Lights flashing, sirens blasting—and you're off to the crime scene in a flash. Lights flash or glow and two siren sounds come with this new police set. (9 volt battery not included). Ages 7-12. 140 pieces. $23.00

J. #6354 Pursuit Squad. Your police squad is ready to serve and protect by sea, land, and air. You'll stay hot on the pursuit with a helicopter, jeep, motorcycle, and boat. Helicopter features camera, searchlights, and walkie-talkie. Set comes complete with boat trailer, warning signs, and three police mini-figures. Ages 7-12. 157 pieces. $15.00

L. #6482 Rescue Helicopter. This sophisticated helicopter is the most advanced ever in LEGO Town featuring light and sound elements. The team of three professional mini-figures are fully trained and ready for any emergency. (9 volt battery not included). Ages 8-12. 188 pieces. $37.50

Road Plates are the perfect way to grow, combine and connect your Town Sets. All road plates are detailed with bicycle/jogging paths. Two plates per package. $6.50

E. #6310 T-Road Plates
F. #6311 Curved Road Plates
G. #6312 Straight Road Plates
H. #6313 Cross Road Plates

* Only available through the LEGO Shop At Home Service

LEGO HOTLINE
203-763-4012
24 HOURS A DAY
PIRATES
Ages 6-12

A. #6270 Forbidden Island.
Aye mates! You’ve stumbled onto the Pirate’s island hideaway. Captain Redbeard and his crew have come to bury the stolen treasure. Be careful or you’ll be spotted from the lookout post, and thrown into the tree fort prison! Comes complete with rowboat, parrot, monkey, three pirates, soldier and shark. Ages 7-12. 176 pieces. $35.00

B. #6235 Buried Treasure.
No Pirate adventure is complete without buried treasure. Set includes treasure chest, “golden” coins, a pirate mate with his monkey friend. Ahoy mates! 20 pieces. $3.25

C. #6285 Black Seas Barracuda.
Full sail and ready for action, this twin-masted ship carries Captain Redbeard and his swashbucklers closer to action and treasure. A treasure hoist and cannon equip this ship for its main mission—reclaiming ancestral treasure. Nine mini-figures included. Ages 9-12. 865 pieces. $115.00
D. #6251 Pirate Mini-Figures.
Now add more pirates and soldiers to your collection. Assortment includes 3 pirates, soldiers, a parrot, and a chest filled with treasures. 29 pieces. $6.50

E. #5150 Pirates Decorative Elements. Wow! The greatest collection of all special and one of a kind Pirate elements. This 27 piece set can equip 4 more pirates. Includes coins, hats, ears, swords, pistols, rifles and more! $3.25

F. #6274 Caribbean Clipper.
Imagine sailing the Caribbean with your merry band of mates in search of adventure, thieving pirates, and a treasure chest full of gold! Ship is fully rigged with three sails, anchor, ship's wheel, 4 member crew, and a map to find stolen treasure. 372 pieces. Ages 8-12. $54.00

G. #6257 Castaway's Raft.
Drift out to sea on this rafting adventure. Three pirates on a raft of barrels are closely followed by the shark. Don't walk the plank! 51 pieces. $8.50

H. #6276 Eldorado Fortress.
Home to the soldiers, this fortress is equipped to protect settlers and treasure alike. A cannon protects the shores while a secret underground hideaway conceals the treasure. Governor Broadside stands ready for the Pirates' attempt to regain the treasure. Eight mini-figures included. Ages 8-12. 496 pieces. $66.00
A. #6071 Forestmen's Crossing. The merry forestmen make a clean getaway as they cross the suspension bridge with the treasure. Includes 5 forestmen, treasure box, and horse. Ages 7-12. 203 pieces. $27.50

B. #6054 Forestmen's Hideout. A treehouse built within the forest is a perfect lookout for spotting intruders. A mini-forestman guards the grounds while one keeps watch from the hideout above. Ages 7-12. 198 pieces. $17.50

C. #6077 Forestmen's River Fortress. Deep in river country lies this hidden fortress built by hearty mini-woodsmen. Ride down the river on the log raft to get supplies while others stand guard on the lookout tower. Six mini-figures included. Ages 8-12. 348 pieces. $36.00

D. #6042 Dungeon Hunters. "Off to the dungeon!" The King's men have finally captured the bandit forestman. Will the other forestmen rescue their friend in time? Three mini-figures included. Ages 7-12. 105 pieces. $11.50
F. #5184 Castle Equipment.  
A great collection of all your special castle elements. This 30 piece assortment can equip 6 additional knights. Look at all you get—helmets, decorative shields, bows and arrows, swords, spears, axes and more! $3.25

E. #6059 Knight's Stronghold.  The Knights keep a sharp lookout from this castle's high walls. Defend the castle and guard the king's dungeon. Castle doors open to reveal a catapult inside. (Meanwhile, a prisoner plots his escape from the dungeon...He will use the catapult to soar over the castle wall!) Ages 7-12. 221 pieces $22.00

G. #6103 Castle Mini-Figures.  Six medieval people are in this collection of Castle mini-figures. Now add forest people, knights and a farmer to your castle village. Many special medieval tools like shields, swords, bows and arrows are included. A must for every LEGO Castle King like you. 32 pieces. $6.50

H. #6081 King's Mountain Fortress.  High atop the hill sits the majestic King's Fortress where a chest full of gold is hidden. The drawbridge lowers and gates open to let you sneak inside. Discover the secret trap door, and the treasure will be yours. But beware! The castle is haunted by a ghost that glows in the dark. Get caught, and the guards throw you in the dungeon. Complete with seven mini-figures, ghost, two horses, and lots of fun surprises. Ages 8-12. 429 pieces. $55.00
A. #4543 Tractor Flatbed. Break ground for a new railway through the mountains or load a mine-full of precious metals. Whatever the job, your tractor flatbed can transport your excavator and dump truck to each new site. Tractor side boards open. Excavator shovels can be raised and lowered for realistic play. Ages 7-12. 171 pieces. $21.00

B. #4536 Hopper Car. A click of a button lets you deliver your load of goods and leave the hopper car in town. Comes complete with loading ramp, cargo, and fence. Ages 7-12. 164 pieces. $16.50

C. #4563 Load n' Haul Railroad. You'll have no trouble making your cross-country delivery with this freight train. Slide open the red wagon door to load a motorcycle. Flip open the flatbed side-boards to load all the barrels the forklift can carry. Comes complete with 27" x 33" oval track, forklift truck, three mini-figures, speed regulator and transformer. Covered by 1-year limited warranty. Ages 8-12. 451 pieces. $120.00

LEGO HOTLINE 203-763-4012 24 HOURS A DAY
D. #4558 Metroliner.
This deluxe train set provides all you need for quick transportation around your LEGO city. Train includes working engine, passenger, and steering wagons. Each compartment has realistic details, like tables, chairs, rest room, and bunk beds. Train light shines while train is in motion. Comes complete with larger 27" by 38" oval track, 11 mini-figures, railstop platform, luggage cart, two bikes, and more. Requires #4548 9V Speed Regulator to operate (See Page 32). Ages 8-12. 768 pieces. $135.00

E. #4554 Metrostation.
Catch the excitement of travel at the Metrostation. Buy a ticket from Kankakee to Kalamazoo. Then, enjoy a bite to eat, make a call, or mail a letter. Relax while the luggage trailer takes your luggage to your train. The control room will tell you when to board. Includes 8 mini-figures, luggage, letters, mailbox, and many other special pieces. Ages 8-12. 564 pieces. $64.00

Alternative Model for #4558 Metroliner.
A. #4539 Level Crossing.
Train's Coming! You'll have to stop your car at the crossing while the train passes through town. Includes baseplate with rails to hook up to your rail system, two moveable crossing gates, a watchman's post, watchman, and LEGO landscaping. 106 pieces. $23.75

B. #4551 Trolley Locomotive. Whee! What a thrill to travel by trolley! Imagine your trolley is riding up and down the hills of San Francisco. This motorized locomotive has the power to take passengers for a fantastic ride. 304 pieces. $52.75

C. #4548 Speed Regulator.
Here's the perfect control center for your rail system. Speed regulating unit lets you speed up for an express train and slow down at the next station to pick up passengers. Covered by 1-year limited warranty. 3 pieces. $43.00

The LEGO System Train transformer and speed regulator are covered by a 1-year Limited Warranty. For a free copy, please contact: LEGO Systems, Inc. Consumer Affairs Dept. - 88 P. O. Box 1138, Enfield, CT 06083 or call 1-800-4-LEGORR.

Monday - Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. ET

D. #4515 Straight Rails. More than 40 inches of track. Let your railway—and your imagination—go on and on with this set of eight pre-assembled straight rails. $12.00

E. #4520 Curved Rails. Enough track sections for a 27" half circle. Eight pre-assembled curved rail sections. $12.00

F. #4531 Switching Rails. Add new routes to your train system. Extra right and left curved rails add to the possibilities. Pre-assembled for quick changes. 6 pieces. $27.50

The new 9V conducting rails connect together with a "snap." Simple and reliable electric pick-up is through metallic wheels.

Special Message For 4.5V Battery Train Owners
All your 4.5V LEGO Train Wagons and Building Sets work with the new 9V system, but your present track and motors will not. If you need more tracks for your 4.5V Battery Train, please order items H - K.

H. #7850 Straight Rails. Makes 8 straight track sections, 5" long each. $9.75
I. #7851 Curved Rails. 8 curved rails for a 27" half circle. $9.75
J. #7852 Switching Tracks. Each track is 10" long. Pre-assembled for quick changes. $11.00
K. #5075 Battery Car. $12.25
"ALL ABOARD!" FOR TRAIN LOADS OF LEGO FUN!

▲#7813 Oil Tanker Rail Car. Now you can collect another unique rail car for your train system. Not available in any store. Please note: your battery train is designed to pull only 3 cars. If you wish to run this oil tanker, you must remove another rail car. 119 pieces. $17.00

▼#4546 Road & Rail Maintenance. What a great idea! This car can drive on the road and on your rail system. Send this versatile vehicle out to repair the tracks before the next train comes past town. Magnets allow you to hook vehicle to your train. Ages 7-12. 71 pieces. $8.75

▼#7817 Crane Wagon Car. Got repair work to do? Here's the way to do it. This new crane railroad car can lift heavy cargo on and off the train. Stabilizer base keeps the rail car steady while you work. Please note: your battery train is designed to pull only 3 cars. To run this crane wagon, you must remove another rail car. 146 pieces. $24.50
**AND FOR BATTERY TRAIN OWNERS**

**#7823 Container Crane.** You feel like a railworker. Move the crane in any direction and transfer cargo from a truck or boat onto your train. Many extras — a truck, two shipping containers, baseplate, a railcar, and two mini-figures — will keep you busy for hours. 473 pieces. Ages 8-12. $39.00

**#7835 Manual Level Crossing.** Train’s coming! You’ll have to stop your LEGO car at the crossing while the train passes through this section of town. Includes a baseplate, two movable crossing gates and LEGO landscaping to make your train crossing identical to the ones in your town. 128 pieces. $19.50

**#7857 Crossing Track.** Now make that figure 8 with this new crossing track. 5 pieces. $8.75 (not shown)

**#7839 Car Transport.** Cars are heavy freight but with your Car Transport it’s no problem. Drive your LEGO car up the ramp. Movable loading platform transfers the car right onto the railcar. Features control tower, flatbed railcar and two mini-figures. Ages 8-12. 331 pieces. $39.00

Service Note: These sets can become part of your new electric train collection. However, the track contained in these sets will work with the Battery Train only.
BOATS

Ages 6 - 12

L. #4031 Fire Fighter. “All hands prepare the landing deck for the rescue helicopter! When she lands, we’ll head out to squelch that fire at sea!” Your deluxe fire fighter comes equipped with a rotating double water pump to douse any fire, and three more rotating pumps help finish the job. Complete with four firemen, wheelhouse, and guardroom below. 349 pieces. $46.00

M. #4021 Police Patrol Boat. Fully equipped and ready for action, keep the waterways safe as you patrol the shoreline. Your patrol boat comes with hatchway to engine room, working rope pulley at the stern, two wheel houses, radar dish, three crew members and room to stow diving gear. 185 pieces. $33.00
Ages 6 - 12

A. #6955 Space Lock-Up Isolation Base. Keep space bandits locked up in this highly sophisticated isolation base, part of the SPACE POLICE collection. Complete with the Space Lock-Up Jail, radio control center, and a speedy little spacecraft. Three mini-figures included. Ages 7-12. 247 pieces. $35.00

B. #6895 SPY-TRAK I. This SPACE POLICE vehicle can’t be stopped! Its giant tires guide this vehicle over the largest craters in Space. Includes the special Space Lock-Up feature, opening cockpit, walkie-talkie and other space tools. 143 pieces. $17.50

C. #6704 Space Mini-Figures. Six daring astronauts set out to explore remote galaxies. Each figure has a protective helmet, sun visor, space tool, and specially designed space uniform. Get set to explore fascinating new worlds with this crew. 36 pieces. $6.50

D. #5155 Space Jets and Wings. You’ll find the most popular space elements in this special assortment, which includes sloping frames, space wings, and space jet motors. 19 pieces. $3.75

E. #5172 Rocket Stages. These round bricks, rocket noses and tails will give your space capsule the boost it needs. 30 pieces. $3.75
F. #6831 Message Decoder.
A message has been found but can't be read. Quick! Call in the Message Decoder. This SPACE POLICE vehicle is manned by a specially trained mini-figure to handle these emergencies.
31 pieces. $4.50

G. #6886 Galactic Peace Keeper. "Let's head home... we've got our man." Mission completed with this equipped Space Police Starship. Includes opening cockpit, wing mounted cameras, retractable wings and the Space Lock Up Jail. 115 pieces. $11.00

H. #6988 Alpha Centauri Outpost. Discover the secret Blacktron Spy Center! A ladder leads to the bridge where secret messages are decoded in the command outpost computer. Lights flash as the radar signals that the Blacktron spaceship is landing. The spaceship opens in back and a mini spaceship rolls out with two spacemen inside. Ages 8-12. 394 pieces. $79.00

I. #6710 Landing Plates.
Come in for a perfect landing on these 10' x 10' plates. $6.50

J. #5156 Transparent Bricks.
Transparent bricks give added realism to your LEGO space vehicles. This 17-piece assortment contains a hinged and unhinged windshield, a hinged roof access panel and all the extra brick elements shown. $3.75
A. #6811 Pulsar Charger.
Your search for precious minerals will be limitless in the new Pulsar Charger. Oxygen cylinders and a walkie-talkie make it easy to explore remote areas, while the rear antenna keeps you in contact with the rest of the M.Tron team.
25 pieces. $3.25

B. #6923 Particle Ionizer.
Unlock the mysteries of the universe! Here's a special hovercraft fully equipped for conducting scientific space experiments. Whirl into a cavern with the rear wings on full tilt. A spray hose on front of the ship will neutralize radioactive substances, while magnets help lift test samples on board. Ages 8-12.
187 pieces. $23.00

C. #6989 Multi-Core Magnetizer.
You've got all the makings of a mobile command center. Radar sits atop a crane with room underneath for another small vehicle. Crane arm has magnet for lifting vehicles and boxes, and arm can be pushed out to various lengths by turning a wheel. Includes three mini-figures, two magnet boxes, and two small vehicles. Ages 8-12.
486 pieces. $69.00

D. #6833 Beacon Tracer.
Hone in on the signals of the advance team in your new Beacon Tracer. The moveable control panel makes it easy to roam over any area in search of precious mineral supplies.
38 pieces. $4.50
E. #6956 Stellar Recon Voyager. Rescue lights flash! It's up to you to save the disabled M:TRON spaceship before it collides with a meteor. This slick voyager has extra rocket boosters to speed you to your destination. Cockpit opens to seat pilot and co-pilot. Includes magnet box and extra vehicle for land rescues. Ages 8-12, 221 pieces. $39.50

M:TRON Magnets. These space powered magnets are featured in these sets.

F. #6896 Celestial Forager. Invent your own space mission. Imagine you've been assigned to find precious minerals on a far-off planet. Magnets on your vehicle's built-in crane help you detect and load the special crystals on board. Your radar wheel will steer you back toward your space base. Ages 7-12, 87 pieces. $15.00

G. #5042 Space Light and Radar Elements. A handy 50 piece collection of transparent plates, discs and cones to add extra lights or radar discs to your space or town models. $2.75

H. #5175 Space Elements. A 26-piece assortment of space elements from A to Z. A must for any LEGO astronaut. $3.50

I. #5043 Antenna Pack. The ideal antenna assortment for any space or town collector. You can also use the mini antennas as control levers. 29 pieces. $2.75
A. #8094 TECHNIC Control Center.
Invent your own remote controlled models with this set. The TECHNIC Control Center with dual memories, repeat and pause functions works like a computer. Program your model to move from a series of commands. Then, set them in motion again with a touch of one button. Two 9 volt motors provide power to your models, and turning platform helps increase your models mobility. Instructions included to build four models—robot, turtle, drawing machine, and portable crane. (Batteries not included) Ages 11 and up. 554 pieces. $195.00

B. #8064 Motorized Technic Universal Building Set. Motorized action and fun comes alive with the new Technic 9 volt motor. Create models with real-life moving functions—tow truck, helicopter and racing car are just a few of the models built with this set. Building instructions for four models included. Ages 9-14. 211 pieces. $54.00

Each Set has Building Instructions for Two Models!
C. #8074 TECHNIC
Universal Building Set with Flex System. Build models that lift, turn, grab and hoist with the Flex System connecting cables. The flexible plastic cables operate like the gear-shifting cables on a 10-speed bicycle. Cables can also be used to give structural support and can curve around and through your models to give added building possibilities. Building instructions for 4 different models included. Ages 9 - 14. 298 pieces. $44.00.

D. #8810 Dirt Bike. Head out to conquer the rough and dusty back road with this hot model. Features front wheel steering, working kickstand and shock absorbers in back. Complete with detailed building instructions for two models—the dirt bike and a three-wheeler motobike. Plus instructions for how to motorize your three-wheeler with the #8720. (See page 37) 77 pieces. $8.75

E. #8712 Technic Action Figures.
Three action figures are awaiting your word to go on an exciting adventure. Available exclusively from your Shop At Home Service. $8.25

F. #8891 TECHNIC
Designers Idea Book. You’ll be constantly flipping through the pages of the TECHNIC Idea Book, making everything from walking monster robots to sleek race cars. This 100-page resource offers fresh ideas and instructions for diverse types of models with many different functions. Colorful illustrations show the ambitious builder how to build these exciting models and understand how they work. $8.25

Each Set has Building Instructions for Two Models!
LEGO Technic

Ages 8 & Up

A. #8865 Auto Chassis. This car over 18+ inches long... has an impressive range of functions including a rear mounted V-4 engine with working pistons and crankshaft, a gearbox with 2 moving gears plus neutral, and 4-wheel independent suspension. Other details include fully adjustable seats, pop-up headlights and rack & pinion steering. Complete with detailed building instructions for two models! 898 pieces. Ages 11 & Up. $105.00

B. #8862 TECHNIC Backhoe. Press the airpump, flick the switch—and move the earth. Authentic design and functions. The digger is powered by 3 pneumatic cylinders, providing complete variable control. Realistic functions include steering, working front-end loader and stabilizers. Ages 12 & Up. 664 pieces. $92.00

Each Set Includes Building Instructions for Two Models!

C. #8828 TECHNIC Power Loader. Now you can really move some earth! This model features a new front-end bucket that tips down to scoop up earth. The bucket can be raised and lowered, and the model features steering gears to carry your load away. Instructions included to motorize the front end loader or to make an alternate model—the Road Grader. 172 pieces. $18.75.
JOIN THE LEGO BUILDERS CLUB!
Get a Year of Fun that Includes . . .

▶ 4 issues of Brick Kicks Magazine filled with building tips, Members' Masterpieces, sneak previews, contests, and more!
▶ A special Birthday mailing and LEGO Birthday offer!
▶ An official Membership Card which entitles you to Special Offers on LEGO toys!
▶ PLUS A SPECIAL BONUS—A FREE LEGO Race Car * for new members who join now!

Four Ways to Join! Please indicate item # on your order form.

#1695 - 1 Year New Member $7.95
#2695 - 2 Year New Member $14.00
#1795 - 1 Year Renewal $7.95
#2795 - 2 Year Renewal $14.00

IMPORTANT! Please be sure to include the member's age and date of birth on the order form so you'll be sure to get the Birthday mailing and the Bonus FREE set for new members.

Offer limited to residents of the U.S. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of your first package. If member's birthday falls within the 6-8 weeks after you join, the birthday mailing will be sent for your following birthday. * Suggested retail price of Race Car at least $2.59 and is intended for children ages 5 and older. An appropriate age graded set will be sent to children under 5.
**SEENING IT FROM THE INSIDE OUT**

**LEGO Technic**

**Authentic pieces, realistic models & MOVEMENT**

1. #5265 Large Tires & Wheels
   (Approx. 1" & 1-3/4") $4.00

2. #5246 2X-large Tires & Hubs.
   (Approx. 3-1/4") $6.00

4.5 Volt Accessories

3. #5100 4.5 Volt Battery Rod. $9.50

4. #5101 4.5 Volt TECHNIC Motor. $14.50

**#8890 TECHNIC Idea Book.**

You’ll be constantly flipping through the pages of the new TECHNIC Idea Book, making everything from walking monster robots to sleek race cars. This 52-page resource offers fresh new ideas and instructions for diverse types of models with many different functions. Colorful illustrations show the ambitious builder how to build these exciting models and understand how they work. $4.50

**#8855 Prop Plane.**

You can build and pilot this fine replica of a Prop Plane. As you build, discover the technically realistic pieces and authentic functions. Unlimited building possibilities, this set comes with building instructions for a prop plane and a space shuttle-type vehicle. From 10 & Up. 574 pieces. $57.25

**LEGO HOTLINE 203-763-4012 24 HOURS A DAY**
LEGO Technic

Ages 8 & Up

D. #5239 Cross Axles.
   34 pieces. $3.75

E. NEW #5274 Large Tires & Wheels. (Approx. 1" and 1 1/4") $4.00

F. #5266 Gear Wheel Assortment. 21 pieces. $4.00

G. #5242 Differential Gears.
   19 pieces. $4.75

H. #5243 Gear Chain Links.
   70 pieces. $4.75

I. #5271 White Hubs and Tires. $3.75

J. #5244 Bulldozer Chainlinks.
   54 pieces. $4.00

K. NEW #5273 2 X-Large Tires and Hubs. (Approx. 2 1/2") $4.75

L. #5247 Toggle Joints.
   66 pieces. $4.00

M. #5251 4 Shock Absorbers. $4.75

N. #5231 20 Yellow Beams & Plates. $3.75

O. #5232 20 Blue Beams & Plates. $3.75

P. #5249 20 Red Beams & Plates. $3.75

9 Volt Battery Power

Q. #8720 Power Pack.
   Wheels turn and motors run when you add the new 9V power pack to your Technic Sets.
   Includes motor, battery box, rubber belts, and assorted gears and bricks. (Batteries not included). Ages 9-14. 50 pieces. $37.50

R. #5115 Extra Battery Box. $11.00

S. #5114 Extra 9 Volt TECHNIC Motor. $15.75

T. #5111 9V Motor Wires. $4.00

Pneumatic Power

Pneumatic systems work by controlling compressed air. Flick the air valve, press the air pump and let pneumatic power add realism to your models — lifting, pulling and even picking things up.

U. #5109 Pneumatic Tubing.
   (23" & 39"). $2.75

V. #5107 Pneumatic Pump 2" Cylinder. $2.75

W. #5108 Pneumatic Piston 2" Cylinder. $2.75

X. #5099 Pneumatic Valves. $2.25
A. #8830 6-Wheeler Dune Buggy. Discover the new world of 4-wheel driving your Technic Dune Buggy. Features front and rear wheel steering. Build a Formula 1 Racer as an alternative model. 169 pieces. $19.75

B. #8850 Rally Off-Roader. Pack some power into your LEGO building. This model features a six cylinder motor, steering gear, rod piston and crank to get you on your way to some off-road adventure. Comes complete with TECHNIC mini-figure and instructions for two models—the Off-Roader and a van. Motorize your van with #8720. Ages 10 and up. 358 pieces. $49.50

C. #8868 Airtech Claw Rig. You’re in for some realistic building fun and performance! This set features steering gear, six cylinder engine (pistons move up and down), and ventilator screw (rotates when truck is driving). Built-in motor powers pneumatics to raise and lower crane arm, open and close crane bucket, and turn the crane cabin on its revolving platform. Set also includes instructions to build an automatic loading truck. From 12 years. 957 pieces. $130.00
D. #5590 Whirl N’ Wheel Super Truck. The biggest Model Team set! Over 21” long! Whirl to unreachable adventures with your very own Whirl N’ Wheel Super Truck. Building instructions included for alternative, heavy duty, all-terrain transport truck. 1,031 pieces. Ages 10 & Up. $95.00

E. #5580 Highway Rig. Roll down the highway with this big 12” convoy truck. Features movable wind deflector, lift-hood for motor repair, working doors and roof access to sleep compartment. Convert your big rig truck into a 4-wheel drive vehicle with work trailer. Ages 10 & Up. 637 pieces. $63.75

F. #5510 Off-Road 4 x 4. Make an off-road jeep or a 7” tow truck. Handle rugged off-road terrain for real adventures with steering functions. 274 pieces. $33.00

Each Set Includes Building Instructions for Two Models!

LEGO HOTLINE
203-763-4012
24 HOURS A DAY
A. #8836 Sky Ranger.
This awesome aircraft will send you flying. Motorized propeller rotates automatically and you'll have fun experimenting with the cable controlled flap that balances your aircraft in flight to control your plane's ascent and descent. Includes detailed instructions for alternative Gyrocopter model.
Motorize your Sky Ranger with #8720 Power Pack on Page 37.
Ages 8-14. 271 pieces. $27.50

B. #5550 Custom Rally Van.
Custom build your own rally van! Design your van for all sorts of uses—from an undercover detection vehicle to a locksmith business on wheels. Control your van's moves using the spare wheel on the hood. Includes building instructions for main model and the Safari Off-Roader alternative model.
514 pieces. Ages 10 and up. $48.50

New Holiday Phone Hours!
Call 24 Hours, 7 Days a Week

LEGO HOTLINE
203-763-4012
24 HOURS A DAY
FAX 203-763-6800
Ordering Information

Order by Phone
It's Fastest & Easiest
Mastercard and VISA Credit Card holders may call in their orders weekdays from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM (Eastern Time) by calling (203) 763-4012. We're sorry, but we cannot accept collect calls. To save time when ordering, please complete the order form including credit card information before you call. Thank you.

Order by Mail
Clearly print your name and address in space provided. Please give "Ship To" information if order is to be shipped to an address other than your own. Fill in daytime phone number in case we have a question about your order. Make checks payable to LEGO Shop At Home Service (SAHS). Please do not send cash. For credit card payments, please list all digits from your credit card, expiration date and include your signature. Prices are effective through March 31, 1993.

New! Order by fax!
To fax your order in, just call 203-763-6800.

Offer Expires
November 25, 1992

20% Holiday Savings

Our Gift To You.
20% Holiday Savings

Giving a gift to preferred LEGO Shop At Home customers like you has become one of our traditions. And this year our Holiday Gift to you is a special 20% discount on any $30 or more order from this catalog. It's our way of saying "Thank you."

It's easy to take advantage of this limited time savings offer. Enclose this order form with your order for $30 or more from this catalog, then deduct 20% from your order total. For faster service, call and give our operators your validation code to qualify for this special offer. Thank you.

Happy Holidays!

Discount valid through November 25, 1992 on any $30 or more purchase on items in this catalog. Holiday Savings Discount cannot be used in combination with other coupons.
Customer Service

Order Information and Order Inquiries
If you need information regarding an order, a delivery date, or the availability of an item, please write to:
LEGO Shop At Home Service
P.O. Box 1310, Enfield, CT 06083 or call (203) 749-0706 for Shop At Home Service.

Trouble finding a particular LEGO set at your favorite store? And can't find this item in this catalog either? Then call us! If you can't find a store in your area that carries LEGO products, or if the store near you does not have the particular set you want, you may order directly from us depending on product availability. Call (203) 763-4011 for product information. We are here to help you.

General Information
For information regarding our products, replacement parts, or any general questions, please contact our Consumer Affairs department at:
LEGO Systems, Inc. - Consumer Affairs
P. O. Box 1138, Enfield, CT 06083 — or call (203) 763-3211.

"Only the Best is Good Enough!"

Ole Kirk Christiansen started the LEGO Group over 50 years ago based on this simple philosophy. This began the tradition of excellence in product development and product quality that remains the LEGO credo to this day.

Today, before a new LEGO product is introduced, it must pass stringent qualifications. This ensures all LEGO toys are unique, providing a quality manufactured toy that offers endless and untying year-round play possibilities.

We continue to work hard to uphold our founder, Ole Kirk Christiansen's motto: "Only the best is good enough." This commitment for excellence is carried out in our high-quality products, as well as in our good relations with our customer. As a small family-owned company, we guarantee your satisfaction. You will always be treated as an individual with us.

And I think you will agree, when it comes to our children, Only the best is good enough.

Peter Eio
President
## LEGO Guarantee

Your satisfaction is guaranteed.

All of us at LEGO Shop At Home Service take pride in the quality of LEGO products and service we provide. If for any reason you are not entirely satisfied with your order, please contact us. Your satisfaction is our primary goal — and we do whatever it takes to make it right!

## Two Ways for Extra Fast Shipments

We are happy to announce our continuing service for all phone orders — express delivery by Federal Express is now available for an extra charge.

1. Standard Air Service gets you your order within 48 hours from the time we ship. If you call us with your order on Monday, we’ll ship on Tuesday, and you’ll have your order on Thursday!

2. Priority Service gets you your order within 24 hours from the time we ship. If you call with your order on Monday, we’ll ship on Tuesday, and you’ll have your order on Wednesday!

Please ask for express service delivery and pricing information when calling to place your order. (Sorry, Express deliveries cannot be made to P.O. boxes.)

---

### Table Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**FREE**

---

### Description of Form

- **Method of Payment:**
  - Check
  - MasterCard
  - Visa

- **Signature:**
  - [Signature]

- **Date:**
  - [Date]

- **Account:**
  - Please include all the numbers on your credit card.

- **Signature:**
  - [Signature]

- **Extended Holiday Hours:**
  - Open 24 Hours A Day

- **City:**
  - [City]

- **State:**
  - [State]

- **Zip Code:**
  - [Zip Code]

- **Day Phone:**
  - [Day Phone]

- **Order Information:**
  - [Order Information]

- **Total:**
  - [Total]

- **UPS Delivery Address:**
  - [UPS Delivery Address]

---

**For Credit Card and RUSH Orders Extended Holiday Hours**

Please call 203-763-4012

---

**VALIDATION NUMBER**

[VALIDATION NUMBER]

---

**Legoland Shop At Home Service**

449 Hillside Ave.

Northvale, NJ 07647

---

**Valuation:**

[Valuation]

---

**Sold To:** [Sold To]

[Sold To]
A. #5157 Town and Space Equipment. Special pieces for use on earth or in space. Don't leave earth without this necessary space equipment. The collection will supply you with a vast array of tools and other items for the rigors of space travel. Also, excellent for LEGO Town. 32 pieces. $3.75

B. #5154 Decorated Bricks. Customize a race car or anything else with these specialized, embossed bricks. Unique assortment includes many different types of control panels. 26 pieces. $3.75

C. #5046 Spring Suspension & Tires. Make your LEGO vehicles ready for any road adventures. Includes new spring axle element. 10 pieces. $2.50

D. #5176 Transparent Bricks. Transparent bricks give added realism to your LEGO space vehicles. This 19-piece assortment contains a hinged and unhinged windshield, a hinged roof access panel and all the extra brick elements shown. $3.75

E. #5173 Space Jets and Wings. You'll find the most popular space elements in this special assortment which includes sloping frames, space wings and space jet motors. Two seats will enlarge your spaceship's seating capacity. 19 pieces $3.75

F. #5164 Hinges and Couplings. You'll make those necessary LEGO connections with these hinges and couplings. Extra hinges enable you to add moving walls or doors. Couplings will link your separate creations. Also, for use in Castle or Space, as well as other sets. 17 pieces. $2.50

G. #5165 Hinges and Tilting Bearings. Now you can add moving parts to your models. Make doors open, windshields tilt up, trucks empty or anything else you can think of. 31 pieces. $2.50